PRESUMPTION.


In the Question of "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" there arise two Schools of PRESUMPTION - one as Bad as the other.

NO - LAW. There is the "NO-LAW" School that arose in 1844 and became the leading Doctrine of BABYLON. That "FAITH" - "ONLY BELIEVE" in the Atoning Work of the Cross (& the Blood) is all that is Required. Law keeping is no longer necessary.


SCIENCE OF PRAYER - The 2nd Doctrine of Devils now making its way in Church & Reform is like unto the 1st. There is no ASKING of God's Will in both of these PRESUMPTIONS.

They set themselves above God - JUDGE themselves that GOD HAS to extend His "GRACE" to them regardless if they do jump off the Pinnacle of the Temple Teaching.

Again it is a Revival of the Teachings that Bro. & Sr. White fought in the Beginning. It was known as the "NO-WORKS" (now called "NO-EFFORT") School Fanatics.

There are Modifications of that Teaching, ROGERS of America has "JUSTIFICATION" without Law. WRIGHT of Australia (and RDB) has "JUSTIFICATION" without EFFORT or WORKS.

In all these Teachings - little Respect or Awe is shown for the CREATOR.

SPIRITUALISM In the Book "EDUCATION" 228 and again in "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" 554 - SPIRITUALISM comes in a new Guise. It wears a Clerical Collar, is prominent in the Religious World under a Pious Cloak.
"SPIRITUALISM TEACHES..."Each mind will judge itself and not another..." GC 554. This is called "FAITH" but the "FAITH" in SELF soon goes over to PRESUMPTION! PRESUMING on what God will do!!

"I AM SAVED!"

It is in general the same mental Condition of "I AM SAVED!" that has made BILLY GRAHAM, ORAL ROBERTS, SPURGEON, MOODY and other Romantic Evangelists of the Past and Present so Popular.

This is also partly why the Catholic Priest is Popular. Luther hit directly at this System when he QUESTIONED the Ability & Power of Cleric or Pope to sell Absolution for Sins. Under different Guises this still comes forth as a very Pleasing and Desirable Doctrine under the Heading of "I AM SINLESS" GC 472. "I AM HOLY," "I AM SAVED." One mental Condition. It is the Mind of the PHARISEE.

Because I went through the RITUAL, because I came to this Meeting, because I went to the Priest, because I said the RIGHT WORDS in a Prayer, because I "BELIEVE" then God must Bow to my Will! THIS is PRESUMPTION at its finest!

If I WILL to be Saved - PRESTO! ABARCADABRA! It is so! Call it what you will - it is MAGIC. The Great Genie HAS to obey - at my Command. At my "WORKS."

Come to the right Place, at the right Phase of the Moon - with all their Charms, Omens, Tokens - say the right Words - and the Blessing is yours!

SOOTH-SAYERS.

These are the Sooth-sayers & False Prophets who Stand in the Way of the True Message. Promising the wicked Life. Thus emboldening them in Transgression and Vice. Thus causing them to Hate the True Message and Messengers. Who will NEVER stoop to say "THY sins be Forgiven thee." Nor "I am Saved." For that is the Prerogative of a God.

DOCTRINES OF DEVILS.

Many shall depart from the Faith & give heed to Seducing spirits & Doctrines of Devils."...in our Pulpits." TM 409.

THE SANCTUARY.

If the Court sits in Heaven to Judge who is Saved & who is not - Gathered and the Books are Opened. The 4 Beast, the 4 and 20 Elders - with God on the Throne -

Who among men will PRESUME to bypass all this and JUDGE HIMSELF! "We aren't to say what constitutes WHEAT, and what TARES...The work of SEPARATION is given to the
Angels of God, and not committed into the hands of ANY MAN." TM 47. "Judge NOTHING before the Time." 1 Cor. 4:5.

HOLINESS SCHOOL.
These "WHITE-ROBE FANATICS" are making their Way into Reform and they calculate they can win Converts easier than to Condemn.

CONDEMN.
Noah CONDEMNED the World.
Christ CONDEMNED the Jewish Church.
Luther CONDEMNED the Catholic Church.
The Testimonies CONDEMNED the Wm. Miller Adventists of 1844. Try to deny this if you can. They were called "BABYLON." GC 390.

FRIEND OF GOD.
"The Friend of God." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS." T4:615.
"We, as Workers, must be United in FROWNING DOWN and CONDEMNING everything that bears the least approach to Evil..." T5:592. See 689, 690.

FALSE PROPHETS.
All through the History of the Church - False Prophets speak SMOOTH THINGS - promise the Wicked life and for-giveness, so that they CONTINUE in Transgression.
Thus the Battle is joined in this Day of the "Battle in the Day of the Lord." EW 69.

TWO TRACKS.
We are dealing here with a very fine Point. The Books do say - if we come Humble and Repentant - He will NOT cast us aside. If we seek Him with ALL our Heart. But that is not all."MANY are CALLED - but FEW are Chosen." Again and again we are told of the "TEST" - the "TEST-ING TIME" - of "TEST AFTER TEST" - and of those who FAIL the TEST and fall off the Path cast high above the Earth. The Bible speaks of the "Book of Life" - it is evident that SOME have their NAMES in the "Book of Life" - but the Danger is - this Name may be "BLOTTED OUT."

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.
The Third Angle's Message is essentially the Teaching that the TIME for "BLOTTING OUT" of Sins is the TIME of "REFRESHING" - which is the TIME of TEST - THE TIME of the SEALING.
It is possible at that TIME: "It is True that he may ONCE have received FORGIVENESS; but his UNMERCIFUL SPIRIT shows that he now REJECTS God's pardoning LOVE. ("Ye shall be Forgiven AS ye FORGIVE............")
"He has SEPARATED himself from God, and is in the SAME CONDITION as BEFORE he was Forgiven. He has DENIED his Repentance, and his Sins are upon him as if HE HAD NOT REPENTED." COL 251. "...it is IMPOSSIBLE that the Sins of men should be BLOTTED OUT until AFTER the Judgment." GC 485. R&H, p. 13. May 20, 1971. DFN. (The Adventists are NOT as far-gone in some things as are the Reformers! Especially those who have been mixing eith the Holy-Roller Pentecosts!) GC 483.

YOUR SIN REMAINETH.

"And some of the PHARISEEES which were with Him heard these Words, and said unto Him, Are we BLIND also? "Jesus said unto them, If ye were BLIND, ye should have no Sin: but now ye say, We see; therefore your sin REMAINETH." Matt. 9:40, 41.

"If I had not come and spoken unto them, they had not had Sin: but now they have no Cloak for their Sin. He that hateth Me - hateth my Father also." John 15:22-3.

"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my Brethen, ye have done it unto Me." Matt. 25: 40.

Is not the above Clear? Of not, perhaps this will be: "But if ye forgive NOT men their Trespasses, neither will you Father forgive YOUR Trespasses." Matt. 6:15.

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.

Talk about the Love of God.
Talk about the Compassion of God.
Talk about the Forgiveness of God.
Talk - like the Jews TALKED - about the COEVNANT of God. But the mistake the Jews made and the mistake those who :"Say they are JEWS - but who LIE - and ARE NOT" - the mistake they make that - there is an "IF" to the Covenant - just as there is an "IF" to the Forgiveness of Sin or the Compassion that God will have for us -

we will be Forgiven -
no more, no Less -
as we Forgive -!!!!

It's the EVANGELICALS that REBEL against the LAW - that want FORGIVENESS WITHOUT RESPONSIBILITY, as the Jews of Old - this is the spirit of the Conspiracy against the Third Angel's Message - of which DANIELLS was a part - and is why he gives "CANCELLATIONS" of Sin. Cor 15, 65, 66, 68.

TESTIMONIES: "TRANSFERRED." GC 418.
SOP 4:263. "TRANSFERRED" not CANCELLED!
THE HEART OF THE SANCTUARY TRUTHS.

Those who are Striking at the "TRANSFER" of Sin - are following the Path of many Heretics before them - BALL-ENGER-CANRIGHT and Company.

What is more - BEFORE sins can be "BLOTTED OUT" in the Last Moment of Time - and "TRANSFERRED" to the SCAPE-GOAT - they must be forst of all "FORGIVEN."

Remember this, and remember it well - there is NO FORGIVENESS OUT OF THE MOST HOLY PLACE, let alone talking about "CANCELLATION" or "BLOTTING OUT!" GC 429, 430.

ALL OUR HEART -

We will search for Him, and find Him, if we seek Him with all our Heart. But the Books are equally clear that if we "OFFEND" in ONE Point we are GUILTY of ALL!

FOOLISH VIRGINS.

The FOOLISH VIRGINS professed - they thought they were Forgiven. As far as human eyes could see - between them and the Wise - there was "NO DIFFERENCE." COL 408.

The "NEW NATURE" is only put in according to the "CONSENT" and "DESIRE." COL 411. The very FOOLISH VIRGINS were "CONTENT" with a very "SUPERFICIAL" work, therefore they were found "DESTITUTE." COL 411. By their "MOUTH" they showed "MUCH LOVE" but their HEART "goeth after their COVETOUSNESS." 411. "LOVERS of their own selves...this is the class that in Time of Peril are found crying "PEACE & SAFETY." Dream not of Danger. 411.

"BY FAITH ALONE."

Around this World people believe their Sins are Forgiven - there is nothing Marvelous about that. But let us ask a few Questions. Before we rejoice with them around their Golden Calf.

Go to the HELL-TORMENT people, whose sense of Righteousness is so WARPED, they think their god should TORMENT people thru ceaseless Ages of Eternity. The Screams to make your blood Curdle. The Screams of your own Child, or Parent, or no matter WHO it is, where is your "COMPASSION?" Where is your CONSCIENCE? That you go along with BAAL - the FIRE-GOD! And all you do is TALK to them about some Nebulous thing called "FAITH!" That CHEAP FAITH! unsupported by TRUTH!!

Or do you have no "FAITH." in it is Written that there will be "NO MORE PAIN OR SORROW OR CRYING!" You have no "FAITH" to tell this to your Pentecost "FRIEND?" Lest you "OFFEND" him - perhaps? You are ASHAMED of your God and His Truth - or should THEY be ASHAMED of their BLASPHEMIOUS "FAITH!"

Do you go to these people and assure them that all they
need is "FAITH"? Without "CONVERSION" While still believing a "LIE"? The WORST of ALL LIES! The Devil's first LIE! Shame on you - shoddy Adventist!
"...rocked in the Cradle of popular FAITH, are a DELUSION and a FALSEHOOD." FCE 406. FAITH without TRUTH - is DEAD.

The HELL-TORMENT believers refuse to ever, ever "FORGIVE" the Sinners - but will TORMENT them without END - then rest assured - God will "FORGIVE" them as they "FORGIVE" - and not one Farthing MORE! "...is DEAD, being ALONE!" James 2:17.

"But these, as natural brute BEASTS, made to be taken and DESTROYED, speak evil of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT; and shall utterly PERISH in their own CORRUPTION...The DUMB ASS speaking with man's voice...great swelling words of Vanity." 2 Peter 2:12, 16, 18.

Remember this: the Blessings of God apply to whom they apply - and NOBODY ELSE! It is the PRESUMPTOUS that DEMAND the "GIFT" and PRESUME that He "HAS" to give it- He is "PLEDGED" to do it! So you have Him over a Barrel! Or so the FALSE PROPHETS think! Since the Days of the JEWS and the CATHOLICS. Their PROCESIONS so DIVINE - their PRAYERS for to be seen of men - so utterly SANC-TIMONOUS that God just "HAS" to hear THEM! "Verily I say unto you - you HAVE your Reward." You come with a little bit different Spirit than THAT - asking for a "GIFT" you need - is a GIFT of HUMILITY!

While the Arrogant Self-Righteous Boaster - is handing out "GIFTS" right and left - let him Think of THIS:

"There can be no PRESUMPTION more FATAL..."Let him that THINKETH he standeth take heed lest he FALL." TM 103.

"The LESS of the Meekness and Lowliest of Christ the human agent has...the MORE he sees PERFECTION in his own method...Jesus PASSED BY the...PROUD and SELF-SUFFICIENT...The attributes of the CHARACTER of Christ can be IMPARTED to those ONLY ("He is PLEDGED" to do it???) those ONLY who DISTRUST themselves." TM 191, 259. "The Lord will NOT admit into the Mansions he is preparing...ONE soul who is SELF-SUFFICIENT." T7:285.

ZOMBIES.

Cold shivers run down the Spine of any who hear of the Enemy coming to Shoot, Burn, Rape, and Pillage.

It is all based on FEELING. We have FEELING for our own. Our people, our Nationality, our Country, our
Neighbors, our Families, Our Church.

This Enemy has no Feeling. His eyes are Different. His skin another Color. He was raised without Religion. He is devoid of a Conscience - of what is Right or Wrong. He is a Zombie - the "LIVING DEAD."

FAITH ALONE.

This is what JAMES is trying to tell us about Faith - "ALONE." No feeling. No convictions or conscience. Just an Army of ZOMBIES advancing over the Land in the UC-UMENICAL Movement. The World Council of Churches. The National Council of Churches. The Evangelical Alliances. NO CONVICTIONS. NO FEELINGS. Just advance over the Land to DESTROY everything opposed to them! Have you lost your Fear & Horror of the ZOMBIE? He is advancing. He is Coming. His Slogan is "By Faith ALONE!" GC 464, 471.

ALONE!

When you deal with Faith, some see, to be totally unaware that "FAITH" and "LOVE" are creatures of Education, Direction, Selection.

You have to SELECT what you are going to LOVE or have FAITH in - otherwise you are a Faceless, Nameless Entity that advances over the Land as Living Zombies. LIVING and yet DEAD. "I know thy WORKS, that thou hast a NAME that thou LIVEST, and art DEAD." Rev. 3:1. Who will Bow by MULTITUDES before any IMAGE.

MACHINERY.

There are so many practical Comparisons that could be made. Let us use one. Suppose you have a Machine delivered to your Home. Something New. Something you never saw before. Let it be a Combine, a Roto-Tiller, a Juicer, a Liquifier, a Vacuum-Cleaner, a Truck.

Now it is well known that the undisciplined Punk, the no-good, the Spoiled Brat - totally unappreciative of COST, completely oblivious to the DAMAGE he may do, or even the LIFE that he may take.

The FIRST thing he wants to do is get in and DRIVE it - go HELL Bent down the Road. This is as good an illustration as any - of the Religious Bigot, Fool, Theological Idiot - that is "SAVED" at Billy Graham's Meeting. "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION" it is called in the Devil-led Movements. GC 471.

Regardless of a word or two that the UNLEARNED and UNSTABLE may WREST to their DESTRUCTION. It is the MENTAL CONDITION that Counts. They have it made. At one Meeting. They are now "SAVED" or "HOLY" or "SINLESS." GC 472. Or otherwise "FORGIVEN" - one Meeting and it is all over!
It would really take a FOOL to fall for that! Just like that Punk that could Drive full Speed without INSTRUCTIONS! "Get out of my Road - I am on the Way to the Kingdom!" Not concerned how many they HURT with their PRESUMPTIOUS BOASTING and NONSENSE. Their pious "PRAYERS." Their flaunting of their "SPIRIT." Their mouthing of their "FAITH."

Their whole attempt is that you are to stand in open-mouthed AWE of THEM! Thus they push their way to the Pulpit while no more fit to be there than their Father the Devil!

WISE.

Let us turn from this Picture of the Fool, and the Companion of Fools - to a Picture of the Wise.

The Cautious Child, raised by a discerning Mother-appreciative of the Cost and Value of this Shiny New Car or Tool or Machine - almost afraid to Touch it. Lest he dim a spot of its Luster. He has a true Sense of Values and Appreciation. Will he jump into the Driver's Seat and take off?? NEVER!!

Does he not have "FAITH" in it? He has far more "FAITH THAN THE IMPUDENT Upstart will ever know anything about.

The "FAITH" that the Upstart has - is vaunted "FAITH" in dearly beloved SELF! This is the PHARISEE all over again! He does not DOUBT for a moment - SELF! How grinding to the Conscience of the Jew were the Words of Christ: "Blessed are the POOR Spirit!!"

"...can be IMPARTED to those ONLY who DISTRUST themselves!"

TM 259. 1891-1895 (?)

This is no Picture or Recommendation of a Fool. Somebody that does not know anything. This is a Picture of that young man coming up to the New Machine who KNOWS, and for that very Reason is HESITANT - CAUTIOUS - OBSERVANT of the RIGHTS and the SOULS and the LIVES of OTHERS, and is exactly WHY he DID NOT JOIN up with the SHEPHERD'S RODS as they HOT-RODDED down LAODICEAWAY!

READ THIS - FROM!

"...to AVOID the onconvenience incurred by OBEDIENCE.... have become SIGNBOARDS, pointing in the wrong Direction, into false Paths. The Testimony of the Alpha and Omega in regard to the punishment for making nonessential ONE WORD spoken by the Mouth of God, is the fearful denunciation that THEY shall receive of the PLAGUES that are written in the Book; their NAMES shall be taken out of the Book of Life, and from the Holy City.
To seek for SELF-recognition, for SELF-glorification, will leave the human agent DESTITUTE of the Spirit of God, DESTITUTE of that Grace...

"Those who desire only to glorify God will NOT be striving to bring their supposed merits into notice, or striving for recognition, or for the highest Place." FCE 387. 1895.

**WISDOM.**

The Teen-ager who stops all others with words of Wisdom beyond his Years - says: "Let's not DRIVE - or try this DRUG - and End up with a WRECK!" "Oh! how many RECKLESS Souls I saw...!"

The Wise Youth says: "We have as much Faith in this New Spanking Mechanical Wonder as anyone. But our Faith is mingled with Appreciation of COST. Therefore our FIRST Concern is NOT to drive recklessly down the Theological Road shouting at the Top of our Lungs: "WE ARE SAVED!" and THEN like Peter find themselves SINKING in PRESUMPTION.

**FAITH IS THE MACHINE.**

Before we drive Faith - we want to know the Direction we are to take. Therefore we need two Things:

1. Operation Hand-Book of Instructions. "ADD to your FAITH - KNOWLEDGE."
2. A Map. A Blue-Print of where we are to head with our Faith. Lest we drive on the Broadway that leads to Destruction.

"Where is the good WAY!" Jer. 6:16.
"Teach me thy WAY." Psalms 27:11, 86:11.
"O that my WAYS were DIRECTED." Ps. 119:5.
"The WAY of a FOOL is RIGHT in his own Eyes." Proverbs 12:15.
"There is a WAY that seemeth RIGHT unto a man, but the END thereof are the WAYS of DEATH." Proverbs 14:12.
"The WAY of the Wicked is an ABOMINATION unto the Lord." Proverbs 15:9.

Need I say more? He ATTACKED the FAITH of the SABBATH-KEEPERS, the TITHE-PAYERS, the NON-PORK-EATERS, the FASTERS. The every Fact that He warns of NAMES being taken OUT of the Book of Life PROVES that JUSTIFICATION does NOT make anyone "COMPLETE" or "SAVED" or "REST IN A FINISHED WORK." (The Lord's work on Earth is "FINISHED" - not Ours!)

If Names are taken OUT of the Lamb's Book of Life, that shows they were once IN! Hence "ONCE SAVED" does not mean "ALWAYS SAVED" as the UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS - Teach. If the Names are taken OUT - their Sin
was NOT CANCELLED - but merely TRANSFERRED. SOP 4:263.
"...that they shall receive of the PLAGUE...their Names shall be taken OUT of the Book of Life." FÆ 387.

"The fear of the Lord is the BEGINNING of KNOWLEDGE."
Proverbs 1:7.
"FOOLS hate KNOWLEDGE." Proverbs 1:22.
"WISE, em lay up KNOWLEDGE." Prov. 10:14.
"Excellent Spirit 7 KNOWLEDGE were found in Daniel."
Daniel 5:12.
"My people are DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE, be-
cause thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I also will REJECT
THEE!" Hosea 4:6.
"They have a ZEAL - but not according to KNOWLEDGE."
Romans 10:2.
"Though I be rude in speech, yet not in KNOWLEDGE."
2 Cor. 11:6.
"Till we come into the UNITY of the KNOWLEDGE." Eph. 4:13.
"Put on the NEW MAN which is renewed in KNOWLEDGE."
Col. 3:10.
"ADD to virtue KNOWLEDGE." 2 Peter 1:5.
"Grow in GRACE & in the KNOWLEDGE." 3:18.

---

PRESUMPTION.
In the consideration of PRESCRIPTION vs FAITH - the
people in the Days of Noah PRESUMED that God would
Save them OUT of the Ark. They PRESESUMED that He loved
then anyway. Noah-Lot-Christ-Luther COMDEMNED the
CHURCH & it's LEADERS. So did JEREMIAH, ISAIAH,
EZEKIEL, and all the Rest. Fools said: "THERE IS NO
FOOD IN THAT MESSAGE!" So they had to DIE - by the
THOUSANDS & by the MILLIONS! Because they had "FAITH"-
in a corrupt Ministry - and their corrupt Doctrines.
The two go together. They are "UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR
WAYS." They are "DUMB DOGS that will not BARK, CRITIC-
IZE, FIND FAULT, NOR CONDEMN, NOR EXPOSE." Because
they are just too plain DUMB to know the "DIFFERENCE!"

Elijah's Baal-Priests had plenty of "FAITH" - but
no "KNOWLEDGE." "They shall go with their FLOCKS and
with their HERDS to seek the Lord, but they shall not
FIND Him. (No - He was not "PLEDGED" to do it!) He
hath WITHDRAWN Himself FROM them."

SANCTIFICATION.
Sr. White was shown that she should have dealt more
with SANCTIFICATION than with JUSTIFICATION. More with
WORKS than with FAITH. BABYLON LOVES both JUSTIFICATION
and FAITH. But they have no use whatever for SANCTIFI-
SALVATION is a Process. Never forget that. Let no False Prophet deceive you on that Point. The minute he denies that - you know he denies the HEART of the Third Angel's Message, and that he is VAIN - KNOWING NOTHING! "PROCESS" - 100 Times in the Testimonies. "ATTAIN - 200 Times in the Testimonies. "FORM" a Character - 200 Times at least. "GIFTS" - not ONCE does it say Character or Nature is a "GIFT" - that had to be MANUFACTURED by a SICK MIND! Very Sick. It impugns the very MOTIVES & CHARACTER of God! To imagine that He COULD just "GIVE" a CHARACTER! What revolting Rot!

He "GIVES" the MERITS - TALENTS - TOOLS to finish the BUILDING. The Work itself, is the "WORK OF A LIFETIME!" (Now you KNOW that Statement is in the Testimonies. You know it well enough. You know it as well as I know it. It must be there 10 to 20 Times. "The WORK of a LIFETIME." Now how can that FALSE DEVIL-POSSESSED PROPHET come along and DECEIVE you on that Point to DENY that Truth? So you End up with no "WORKS" no "FIGHTING" no "WARFARE" no "EFFORT" and no "LIFETIME"! You might as well go Back to NOT to use DRUGS - means to USE them. For that Doctrine comes from the SAME-PERVERSED-MIND! The Mind of FROGM!)

"BAD HABITS, when opposed, will offer the most vigorous RESISTANCE; but if the WARFARE is KEPT UP with Energy & Perseverance, they may be CONQUERED." T4:655.
"A WHITE HORSE...he went forth CONQUERING & TO CONQUER." Rev. 6:2.

"REMOVE every DEFECT from the CHARACTER; and we should SEEK to DO this." T4:655.

"NOW is the time for all to CULTIVATE the POWERS which God has given them, that they may FORM CHARACTERS.: T4:656.
"...the WORK of FORMING it is the NOBLEST in which men can IMAGINE." T4:657.

"...through the HELP of Jesus...the WORK of OVERCOMING." T4:361.

LIFEWORK.
"...your LIFEWORK is BEFORE (behind you?) BEFORE you to rid the GARDEN of the HEART of the POISONOUS WEEDS." T4:365.

"SELF-CULTURE should be YOUR BUSINESS" "DEVELOP a Christian CHARACTER." T4"366.

"Make a decided CHANGE-AT-ONCE!" T3:161.
"...he will not ATTAIN to the FULL stature of a PERFECT MAN in Christ until his Probation ceases. The GROWING is a continual WORK...BATTLE." T3:367.

"Make NO DELAY...make determined EFFORTS...a LIFE BUSINESS...DAILY...hand-to-hand STRUGGLE with established HABITS...EFFORTS to...CONTROL SELF...you REAP what you SOW." T4:368-9, 376, 383.

"The STEPS...COMBINE human EFFORT with the GRACE of God." T4:444.

"They cannot in a few days make the GREAT CHANGES necessary...They must have TIME." T4:547.

"We must GAIN THE VICTORY...and then BEGINS the Union of the Soul with Christ...must ACT-HIS-PART." T5:47.

"If you FIGHT...you will CONQUER...You can make an entire CHANGE in your LIFE." T5:513-4.

Why in the World should it be necessary to TELL anyone this or to be forced to PROVE it? It is on account of the FALSE AWAKENING and the Church BOTH DENYING IT — on account of the TRADITIONS of the FROOMS-JONES- WAGONER-KELLOGG-DANIELLS-BALLENGER-CANRIGHT. (The Popular EVANGELICALS "GRACE" School.)

"If you FIGHT the FIGHT of FAITH with all your WILL-POWER, you will CONQUER. ...you can control your WILL, and you CAN make an entire CHANGE in your LIFE. ...God is my HELPER, and you will find you are TRIUMPHANT in God." T5:513-4.

"...the molding PROCESS...KILL the THORNS or they will KILL you." T5:514.

"A good CHARACTER must be BUILT 53...every DAY... EFFORT." T5:129.

"EFFORT...EXERTIONS...CLEANSE the Soul-Temple." T5:180. 214.

"...ATTAINED...untiring EFFORT...We must CONQUER self." T5:231.

"...OVERCOME...CHANGE the Course of your Life.... EFFORT." T5:267, 276.

RDB - FTW.

"When you decide that as Christians you are not required to RESTRAIN your THOUGHTS & FELLINGS you are brought POSSESSED BY DEMONS !!! under the Influence of EVIL ANGELS & INVITE their CONTROL." T5:310.

"...force of CHARACTER must be GAINED by CULTIVATION...He will HELP you. I know He will." T5:321, 335-6.

"...those traits of your CHARACTER that need to be BATTLED DOWN and OVERCOME." 340-1.

"...to ATTAIN...a PRUNING PROCESS is necessary...
No one, not even God, can carry us to Heaven UNLESS we make the necessary EFFORT on our Part." T5:344-5.

"triumph always follows DECIDED EFFORT." T7:30.
"In this CONFLICT with Satan they may have all the HELP that He had." T9:22.

"BEAT BACK the terrible Foe." T5:384. "...a man is NOT JUSTIFIED...when his WORKS do not correspond." SM1:397.
"There is no BIBLE SANCTIFICATION for those who cast a Part of the TRUTH behind them." T1:338. IT IS NOT BY TRYING?

"How tenderly should we treat those who are TRYING to Obey the TRUTH." T5:614-5. "FAITH & WORKS are not dissevered...Thus...we become partakers of the Divine NATURE." T6:441, 456.

"Let no man present the idea tha man has LITTLE or NOTHING to do in the great WORK of OVERCOMING; for God does NOTHING for man without his CO-OPERATION...FROM FORST TO LAST man is to be a laborer TOGETHER with God." SM 1:381-2. TO A.T. JONES! 1893.

"...all the whys and wherefores as to what constitutes the NEW HEART, or as to the position they can & must reach so as NEVER TO SIN. You have no such work to do." SM 1:177.

"They were NOT RESISTING...and TRYING to HELP THEMSELVES...His Angels LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT to help themselves, and I lost sight of them." EW 270.

"BLESSED because of having FORMED righteous CHARACTERS...Is not such an ATTAINMENT worth LIFELONG, un-tiring EFFORT." T7:270.

"...YEARS of Probation were granted them, that they might FORM Characters." GC 542.


These are just SOME of the valuable List of Quotations from Hoehn Research Library Report #235. Taken only from p. 53-81. This was written Nov. 23, 1970. When I repeated again and again that the SOPHISTRIES of RDB-FTW reeked of "LIVING TEMPLE" - Report #235 81-2,4,17, 19,27-A,52.

HOW RIGHT I WAS! JONES & WAGGONER SIGNED their Names to "LIVING TEMPLE!" Froom p. 524.

SALVATION is a PROCESS.

JUSTIFICATION is entering the School.

SANCTIFICATION is GRADUATION.

YOU "FORM" A CHARACTER!

"GRACE" -"POWER" - "TALENTS" - "MERITS" "SINS TRANSFERR-
ED" is the only "GIFT." "SANCTIFY them through Thy
TRUTH." "SANCTIFICATION is NOT the Work of a day or a
year, but of a LIFETIME." T3:325.
"SANCTIFICATION is NOT the Work of a moment, an hour,
or a day. It is a CONTINUAL growth in GRACE...EVERYDAY
we need to cry earnestly to God for HELP..."Not as
though I had already ATTAINED...but I follow after...
there is no stopping place, there is no Point to which
we can come abd say we have fully ATTAINED." T1:340.

"Jack in the Bean Stock" is one of the MYTHS of Child-
ren's Magic World. That you put a Seed in the Ground,
say the right Words, and "PRESTO!" Overnight there is
the Giant, the Bean, and Jack the Hero.
This is the Assumption & Presumption of the False
Fly by Night "AWAKENING." "CHARACTER" is "GIVEN" as a
"GIFT" and by Instantaneous "MIRACLE".
FTW - before you Start - you GRADUATE!
RDB - this Transformation at the SEALING.
SDA - at the Coming of Christ!

ALL WITH ONE Accord - deny the DAILY.

It is hard to tell which is the WORST Position of all,
but at least the SDA & RDB put it off for the Future.
So we will give the Booby Prize to FTW - his Clan is
"HOLY EVERY ONE OF THEM" SO PUZZLED UP in their Flesh-
ly Minds - they IMAGINE ("and they became VAIN in
their IMAGINATIONS") - that

Yes - I hesitate to write it down - Lest it fasten on
some Weak Mind - this is what the Serpent told Eve in
the Garden!

"YE SHALL BE AS GODS"

FTW - (The Serpent) "...the SANCTIFIED ones...they have
been BORN AGAIN...he is...a son of God...he has the
mind of Christ...and is in actual Fact a DIVINE HUMAN
BEING." ("Ye shall be as Gods!") p. 15. "THE MESSENGER
OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS" May 1966. (False Prophet 1964!)

MORE OF THE SAME.

"...those who ARE Sanctified. That is plain, PRESENT
tense. And who are they that ARE Sanctified? They are
those who have been BORN AGAIN..." (Same p. 13.)

GOD SHOWS THEM UP!

Gos has told us in very, very clear Tones - what He
thinks of a False Prophet. The Rev. 18 Great Whore is
going to be cast into the Lake of Fire - but so also
is the False Prophet! Together with the Dragon, Ser-
pent, Liar, and the Lover of Lies. All together.

We are to "COME APART & BE YE SEPARATE" this is the MESSAGE of Rev. 18! Lest we receive of their PLAGUES &partake of their SINS! The Greatest of which is their declaration of being "SINLESS!" GC 472.

"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE." COL 154.

SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSIONS.
"HOLY FLESH. These were carried away by a SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSION...giving heed to seducing spirits and Doctrines of Devils...FANATICISM...calling itself the witness of the Holy Ghost. I was given a Message to REBUKE THIS EVIL WORK...the most DANGEROUS of these Doctrines is that of FALSE SANCTIFICATION...Their assertion that they are SINLESS is FALSE and should not be received...Another Doctrine that will be presented is that all that we have to do is to BELIEVE in Christ to BELIEVE that He has FORGIVEN our Sins...This is a Snare of Satan. It is True that we must BELIEVE...But it is ALSO TRUE that we must WORK out our Individual salvation DAILY in Faith, NOT BOASTINGLY but with FEAR & TREMBLING. We are to use every POWER...and after we have done our UTMOST, we are STILL to regard ourselves as UNPROFITABLE SERVANTS. Divine Power will UNITE with our EFFORTS...Thus, by His GRACE, we shall be enabled to BUILD." Ev. 595-6. 1886.

FAITH?
"...their Faith is not Genuine. Yet this Class, though entitled to NOTHING...BOLDLY claim ALL His blessings. While they give NOTHING - they claim EVERYTHING. They CLOSE THEIR EARS to the Truth, refuse to LISTEN...but by PROFESSING HOLINESS they deceive MANY...by their PRETENTIOUS "FAITH" that has NO FOUNDATION." Ev. 596-7. GW 226-7. 1892.

FOUNDATION.
Yes - there is a Word we would do well to Watch - BUILD on a SURE FOUNDATION - lest we build on SAND. And the STRUCTURE may indeed look Fine to those without KNOWLEDGE OF FOUNDATIONS - but Time & Tempest will sweep away the Structure. "O how MANY I saw that had FAILED to make the needed Preparation...the Case of all such is HOPELESS." (Again a Case of PREASSUMPTION - the False Prophet deceived them as to their Standing.)

FOUNDATION-PLATFORM.
"Satan is willing that every Transgressor of God's Law shall CLAIM to be HOLY. This is what he himself is doing. He is satisfied when men REST their FAITH on
spurious Doctrines and religious enthusiasm; for he can use such persons...professedly SANCTIFIED ones... talk much of FEELING: they speak of their "LOVE" for God. But God does not RECOGNIZE their LOVE; for it is a DELUSION of the Enemy. God has given such persons LIGHT, but they have refused to accept it..."BEWARE OF FALSE PROPHETS, which come to you in Sheep's Clothing, but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES." Ev. 597-8. 1900.

FALSE TIME-PROPHETS.

THE SHEPHERD'S ROD FAILED in 1959. Not much is heard of them now - because they have adopted a new name - "AWAKENERS!" With the SAME Doctrines! And the SAME PRESUMPTIONS in setting TIME again!

FTW-YAHVISTS-CHART 1962.
FTW-AF-ROGERS-another WRIGHT 1964.

The Word of God promises us a PROPHET'S REWARD if we "despise not PROPHECYINGS" and accept a True Prophet. That very same Word of God promises us a FALSE PROPHET'S REWARD - which is THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES - if we follow a FALSE PROPHET - and DOUBLEY SO if after his False Time-Prophecy FAILED! Those who STILL follow that PRESUMPTuous UPSTART must surely LOVE DEATH! As defiant as the Devil himself! They are beyond Reason. It may hurt their delicate Ginity to CONFEss their REBELLION and SIN and HARDNESS of HEART.

But I see this Class AFTER Probation is Closed - when at last they KNOW that their FALSE PROPHET led them ASTRAY - and they turn on him and there is NOT ONE who will now come to his Defense!

Yes - False Prophet! Go and make an Honest Living for a Change! Something to suit your Talents - such as Cleaning BARNs! and do not PRESUME to lead other Minds into your SELF-EXALTATIONS-PUffED UP IN YOUR LAODICEAN MIND!

YOU AND YOUR INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THEORIES!
"...turned upon their Ministers with BITTER HATE..." You told us that ALL THE WORLD was to be Converted!" EW 282. (Send for other Reports.) HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, P.O. BOX 1270, GRAND FORKS, B.C., CANADA VOH TH0.
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A NEW PUBLICATION:
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This at once puts the Lie to the Awakeners. The Awakeners, not Honest enough to admit a Fourth and Correct Position - try to win Sympathy to their Side by distortion of Facts. If things are as the Awakeners say, then, of course they are Right. Or at least not as Crazy as the others. So they have presented 3 Positions:

(1) FT Wright position. In "BOOK REVIEW" obtainable from "PRESENT TRUTH" Prophetic Research International, PO 511, Snohomish, wa. 98290 - RDB (or Ghost-Writer) does a masterful job of EXPOSING the "ALWAYS-SAVED" revival of the Holiness people. "I AM SAVED" at the Meeting. "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION." SANCTIFICATION means perfection of CHARACTER. FTW does this by an "ACT" or a "GIFT" or a "MIRACLE" -that you have NOTHING to do with it! You are HELPLESS, you can not keep the Law - so do not TRY! So it must be done by a "RE-CREATION" not a "PROCESS" not a "DAILY" overcoming - if you try this - you are "ANTICHRIST" and also "DOUBLY GUILTY!" And such talk as that. To utterly discourage any attempt to Build a Character. With some "THORN BUSH" Yarn in the weaving of this Fantasy. RDB rightly attacks it! Not with standing that RDB the great Debater was cutting down his own Bridges - this paper thrilled me more than anything I have read in a long Time. Because he presented the arguments of the Hoehn Research Library and utterly devastated FTW. If anyone will cleave to FTW after this - he is asking for the Seven Last Plagues! (Overlook for the moment the Pet Theories of RDB.)

(2) Position #2 joins hands with FTW (obtained from JONES-WAGGONER-KELLOGG-FROOM) that it is impossible to keep the Law. Altho they fluctuate back and forth (See GEP 48-9) their Needle finally settles on the SAME conclusions as FTW - CHARACTER CANNOT BE "FORMED" - "DEVELOPED" - "ATTAINED" - "BUILT", but must be "OBTAINED" (a word I believe is NEVER used in the Testimonies re Character!) So they join the Churches of Babylon in the declaration that the Law cannot be kept and Character (OIL! TM 234.) cannot be Built but must be "GIVEN" as a GIFT! So RDB has the same Kind of an "OPERATION" but at a different TIME. It must wait for the "JUDGMENT." GEP 203-4. (Yet the 1970 Australian "Institutes" reversed this concept and joined FTW!) It is something like a Novelty Shop - buy the Trinket
that catches your eye! Wear a different one Tomorrow! But through all the catch-Phrases - they are committed in ADA 45 to your "CHARACTER" brought to "PERFECTION" in some Future "DAY OF ATONEMENT" when for the first Time you "FOLLOW" your High priest into the "Most Holy Place!"

So both FTW 7 RDB are firmly united in their CHARTS showing "SINS FORGIVEN" in the FIRST APARTMENT! And the "DAILY" somehow or other yet FAILS and an ACT or "MIRACLE" is needed to Restore the Saints. The "DAILY" is USELESS according to them. Both with one accord disparage "EFFORT." If you do not know this, you do not know the Awakening.

(3) SDA position. This position need be given little if any space at all. It is the same as the other Two. The Difference, if any - is the Difference found in the Churches of Babylon. Very zealous for their posotions, but the uncommitted Individual cannot see any real Difference. The SDA posotion is the SAME as the 2 Awakening positions: (A) Denying the "DAILY" need or possibility of Overcoming. (B) A Miracle or Act is necessary. The Way-Out Adventist position is the same as most of the Evangelical Churches, "CHARACTER" is "GIVEN" when Christ comes! RDB has a Field-Day in rightly ATTACKING this position. The only real Difference in the 3 positions is the RDB Awakeners and the SDA have at least the Honesty to admit that at present they fail in meeting the Standard, and base their Hopes in a Future "CLEANSING." While the FTW position is the same as KE&A - the "Congregation is HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" Are you BLIND?? Can't you see us DEMI-GODS?? Cannot you see our SINLESS PERFECTIONISM?? Sorry, all we see is an Arrogant Self-Righteous stuffed-shirt Pharisee! "Of all SINS, the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE." COL 154. RH A1:65.

POSITION FOUR - THE TRUE POSITION!
The LESLIE HARDINGE paper with one Swipe of the Pen - EXPOSES the deliberate Deception of the AWAKENING. Trying to make out that the SDA IS SO WAY-OUT as to entertain the Idiot concept of the E.E. CLEVELANDS and a few others - that "CHARACTER" is "GIVEN" at the Coming of Christ!

THE FOURTH POSITION.
The Fourth and only True Position for any Christian to believe in - the most important Question known to man - is HOW to ATTAIN to PERFECTION of CHARACTER ??
DAILY.

THE ADVENTIST POSITION -
THE LESLIE HARDINGE POSITION -
THE PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE POSITION -
(after they got Rid of JARNES !)

Is the True Position:
"EACH DAY he must RENEW his CONSECRATION, EACH
DAY do Battle with Evil. Old HABITS, Hereditary
tendencies to wrong, will STRIVE for the Mastery,
and AGAINST these he is to be EVER on Guard, STR-
IVING in Christ's strength for VICTORY." AA 447.
p. 9 of the HARDINGE Paper.

"Man may grow up into Christ, his living Head. It is
NOT the work of a MOMENT, but that of a LIFETIME. By
growing DAILY in the Divine LIFE, he will not ATTAIN
to full stature of a PERFECT man in Christ until his

What sort is it that would DENY the above? Surely the
sort that will have to go through the Seven Last Plag-
ues for their Presumption.

"...those who are WAITING to behold a MAGICAL CHANGE
in their CHARACTERS without determined EFFORT on their
part to OVERCOME sin, will be disappointed." SM 1:336.

"When it is in the Heart to OBEY God, when EFFORTS are
put forth to this end, Jesus ACCEPTS this disposition
(FTW says this is the worst SIN you could do! He has
another Jesus from the one in the Testimonies) JESUS
ACCEPTS this disposition and EFFORT as man's best ser-
vie; and He makes up for the deficiency with His own
divine merit." MY LIFE TODAY. p. 250. (p. 16 - HARD-
INGE Paper.)

HARDINGE: "Surely this is to be done NOW, not when
(This establishes the Official SDA Position & it
is Correct.)

The Hoehn Research Library does not go along with
everyevery Facet of what is presented in that Paper -
but in the development of CHARACTER - they are DEAD
RIGHT! HARDINGE:
p. 17 He slaps JARNES for his 144,000 plus the INNUM-
ERABLE MULTITUDE Theory.
p. 17. He joins JARNES in ONE Close of Probation. He
is DEAD-WRONG. Do you remember the Call going into the
Highways and Byways, and of the first Group called
"Verily I say unto you: NOT ONE OF THEM shall Taste of
My Supper!" What is that but TWO closes of Probation? Does not Judgment COMMENCE with the "House of God?" So does not Judgment END with another people???? "The TIME of God's destructive JUDGMENTS is the TIME of Mercy for those who have had NO OPPORTUNITY to learn what is Truth. (Largely the Young???) Tenderly will the Lord look upon them. His heart of Mercy is touched; His hand is still stretched out to Save, while the DOOR is CLOSED to those who would not enter." T9:97. T6:400-1. RH A5:254, 294. Ev. 27. T2:191. SM 2:16. T5:524.

Of course the BIGGEST "SIN" committed by JARNES is his challenging of the Leadership. But this can be expected and ignored from any Paper bearing the seal of the General Conference IMPRIMATUR.

p. 23 He ably EXPOSES the fraudulent Awakening "JOSHUA & SATAN Story as the Hoehn Research Library did 10 years. That it applies to "EVERY" soul and for "ALL AGES!" T5:467-472.

p. 25 Well! It's about Time that SOMEONE took after the "SUFFERINGS" of Christ and their Self-admitted REVERSAL of the HELL-TORMENT THEORY! They place Christ and God in HELL-TORMENT! Hardinge rightly asks: "What do these Phrases mean?" "What has Daniel 8:14 to do with ETERNAL TORMENT?

p. 26 Then he WEAKENS his position at the end by calling such outlandish Heretics BACK to the Church! What in the World do you WANT with them there? A major reason to LEAVE the Church!

As recorded in PT 22. RH A1:9. Aug. 1849. LEFT OUT of EW 45. "The REFORMATIONS that were shown me, were NOT Reformations from Error to Truth; but from BAD to WORSE."

What the Church has is BAD enough, but what the Awakening has is decidedly WORSE! "...if their Hearts could be seen, they would appear as BLACK as ever." PT 22.

BULLETIN BOARD.

p. The HARDINGE Paper thrilled me in the SAME evaluation that I had - that JARNES when he finally Surfaced - revealed himself, to be the Architect of the Brinsmead Doctrine. The Influence are that they Thought that the Influence of JARNES would sweep the Denomination off its collective Feet. But it is one thing for a man to successfully Brain-Wash a Class of Students - quite another to sway a large Audience. It is a-
pparent that this was their Hope. JARNES MEETINGS ad-
bertised everywhere and RDB slinking back to Australia.
This is no doubt the "Deal" they made - RDB should
decrease - while the Master takes over.
But it was not long before RDB was called back in
a Hurry - it appears the PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE PRO-
FESSOR dod not have the "Touch" required that makes a
Hitler. Very possibly he had a lot of Ideas he wanted
to Ventilate - and found they did not go over as he
Hoped. So RDB came back in the Limelight.
CHARACTER.
Since this Battle now joined - is developing around
the Question of CHARACTER, as it rightly should - as
the most Important Study of all. Is it "ATTAINED" -
"GIVEN" - "OBTAINED" - "A GIFT" - "A MIRACLE" - "AN ACT"
"AN OPERATION" - "A RE-CREATION" (Instanteous?) "DEV-
ELOPED"*- "FORMED" without "EFFORT" or "WILL" or "STRIVING"
or "WORKS" or "LAW"???
I tell you in all Sincerity - that outside of HARDINGE - all the
other holding to the 1-2-3 Positions - believe it or
not they surely did not look up the INDEX before Vent-
ilating their Jones-Waggoner-Froom-Uriah Smith-Kellogg
Sophustries! I will list a few found in the INDEX as
an Example of many HUNDREDS more - and take Note of
the Words I CAPITALIZE that if noted could NEVER have
permitted the daring Deviations being taught in the
Church & Awakening.
CHARACTER - OBTAINED OR ATTAINED???
INDEX:
BUILDING:
bring solid timbers into CT 62. MYP 301.
built on Christ CG 166.
compared to building of Temple. T8:173.
God gives strength, reasoning Power, and TIME for CG
165-6.
great WORK of LIFE PP 596.
Houses built on ROCK or SAND MB 147-52. MM 87.
WORK of a LIFETIME CT 61. MH 452.
man must CO-OPERATE with God T8:173.
most important WORK ever entrusted to men build BRICK
BY BRICK Ed. 225. CG 165.
CHARACTER BUILDING.
one STEP at a TIME MYP 45-6.
during hours of PROBATION 7BC 990.
principles - PROCESS T4:606. MM 446-7.
work of SATAN seeks to divert minds from MH 447.
built on SAND by some CG 184. T3:143.
CULTIVATION necessary DA 516. CG 36-7.
DEVELOPMENT of, lack of ED 288.
MOLD...DEVELOPMENT T5:327. AB 265.
FORMING...DEVELOPMENT T1:686. FE 66.
FORM...WEED T5:324. CT 162.
HABITS...FORMED SL 93. AA 467. CH 38.
8 graces...FORMATION T6:147. T5:113.
how to PERFECT SL 84.
precious in God's sight T1:538.
Paul---correct representation AA 470.
CULTIVATION essential T2:673.
DAILY CONVERSION...ACTS T2:505. T2"512.
DOERS of God's Word will not fail 694.
faithfulness in the littles T2:310.
NOT by MIRACLES SL 84.
no need to fail of ATTAINING AA 531.
seek, continually T2:631.
humbly with God is essential T4:337.
youth shoulf STRIVE for MYP 15.
(can you imagine anyone telling them NOT to STRIVE?
sounds like FLOWER people "Do what comes NATURALLY."
Anything goes)
7 Elements of Character CG 173. SD 32.
slaves to appetite will not perfect Character T3:492.
Trye Character is not UNAPPROACHABLE T5:123.
you can DEVELOP T4:133.
correct HABITS...ESSENTIAL MYP 144-5.
all-around not by accident COL 331.
train children to DEVELOP T5:145.
Christ HELPS to FORM MYP 63.
OBEDIENCE to God's Law DEVELOPS SD 42.
BEST...BUILD MM 113. PP 460.
Christ gives all HELP needed SD 13.
CULTIVATION most precious WORK T5:559.
EFFORT to FORM...TREASURE MB 90.
encourage children to FORM CG 493. DA 142.
HOW to DEVELOP SC 68. T8:64.
ONLY TREASURE to next world COL 332.
PRIZE before us ML 340.
will open Gates of PARADISE ChS 247.
refined GOLD PP208, 223. T2:637.
WORK no one else can do T4:606.
BUILD on FOUNDATION T5:123.
WARPED by FLATTERY - USELESS T3:364.
not ONLY - children weak Character. CT 112.
can be CHANGED CT 38. DA 251. GW 285. CG 274.
FAITH & WORKS united SM 1:139.
STRIVE to PERFECT LS 303.
wife responsible her own T4:255.
all men have defects T5:95.
discover your own...OVERCOME T4:84.
do not charge your, to others SD 200.
do not excuse your ML 104.
DISCOVER & OVERCOME T4:84. T3:115. SD 349.
HOW to OVERCOME SD 115. T4:346, 341.
left for us to REMEDY T5:214.
sincerely pious men may have DEFECTS T4:336.
must be OVERCOME while PROBATION AH 319.
never say you cannot REMEDY COL 331. COL 317.
OVERCOMING - WILL ML 99. COL 331. CT 225.
SATAN tells man they CANNOT MB 115. CG 165.
TINKERS of, make WORSE Ev. 635. TM 191.
like DEVELOPMENT of PLANT Ed 105-6. T1:237.
give God's people TIME T1:238. CG 166. T5:618.
like GROWING SEED CT 142.
LIFETIME...nom one but SELF CG 162. T4:606.
POINTED TESTIMONY NEEDED SG 2:300.
sure result - God's WORD MM 124.
WISHING CANNOT SECURE MVP 348. SD 131.
grows DAILY proportion to EFFORT T5:129.
Brick by brick CT 537. T5:129, PP 223.
hard & stern BATTLES with SELF COL 331.
ot due to special favors PROVIDENCE Ed 57.
DAY by DAY AA 483. SD 328. GW 274. MH 503.
ATTAINABLE by anyone SM 1:211-1. MB 83.
slow 7 toilsome steps T5:500. T8:64.
ATTAINED - OBEDIENCE SD 26, 90. T3:365.
God WORKS with man's EFFORTS T5:631.
STRIVE for CONSTANTLY MM 253. T8:64. TM 290.
unwilling to STRIVE - UNOBTAINABLE T5:500.
must be done NOW AH 16. MB 53.
not result of MAGICAL CHANGE SM 1:336.
STARTS with Conversion ML 236. FE 194.
not formed in one mold FE 277, 87.
cannot be COMPLETE - SELF-LOVE CS 19.
cannot TRANSFORMED after PROBATION TM 235-6.
closer to Christ - more faulty SC 64-5.
do not wait for MIRACLE TM 455. PP 562.
result of OWN EFFORT ML 267. DA 309.
God CANNOT without co-operation MH 487.
YES - IF THEY WOULD HAVE LOOKED UP THE INDEX - even
GLANCED through it - instead of going by JONES-
WAGGONER-FROOM - they would NEVER have written some of
the Conjectures they put together!

The Adventists & Awakeners are not as BAD as the FTW
Segment. They at least look into the FUTURE to be
PERFECT But there are large Sections of the Bible that
the FTW followers have no use for whatever:

EXALT him that is LOW and ABASE him that is HIGH." Eze. 21:26.


"thus have loved to Wander...therefore the Lord doth
NOT accept them... but I will CONSUME them by the
Sword, and by the Famine, & by the Pestilence." The

"For out of the HEART proceed...Adulteries." Matt.15:19.

"Shall not his EXCELLENCY make you AFRAID?" Job 13:11.

"Who can FORGIVE sins but God ALONE?" LUKE 5:21.

"FAITH if it hath not WORKS is DEAD, being ALONG." James 2:17.

"For He is not a man, as I am." Job 9:32. "Verily
every man at his Best state si altogether VANITY.
SELAH." Ps.39:5.

"O my God, I am ASHAMED and BLUSH to lift up my face
to Thee, my God." Ezra 9:6.

"They were not at all ASHAMED, neither could they
BLUSH." Jer.6:15.

"O Lord, thou KNOWEST... Such KNOWLEDGE is too
Wonderful for me; it is High, I cannot ATTAIN unto
it." Ps.139:4,6.

"Not as though I had alreadyATTAINED, either were
already PERFECT; but I FOLLOW after." Philippians 3:12.

"Thou art weighed in the Balances, and art found
WANTING." Dan.5:27.

"only be Valiant, and FIGHT the Lord's BATTLES." 1 Sam. 18:19.
"man is like the BEASTS that perish." PS. 49:12.
"thine HEART was lifted up because of thy BEAUTY...I will cast thee to the Ground." Eze. 28:17.
"the ONLY begotten Son." John 1:18.
"For a good work we STONE thee not; but for BLASPHEMY; and because that thou, being a man makest thyself God." (FALSE TIME - PROPHET) John 10:33.
"...that Prophet shall DIE." Deut. 18:20.
"ALIVE into a Lake of fire." Rev. 19:20.
"YE SHALL BE AS GODS!"

The BLASPHEMY of the Self-Styled: "MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTOUSNESS" F.T. WRIGHT of Australia - the false Christ!

Listen to these words:
"Jesus the Son of God...was filled with the SAME DIVINE NATURE THAT any man may have if he will." p.5. May, 1966.
"...right now...the COMPLETE VICTORY over every known Sin." p. 6. May, 1966.
","he has the MIND of Christ...and is in actual fact a DIVINE HUMAN BEING." p. 15.
"...there is not so much as a hairs breadth of DIFFERENCE...COMPLETELY ONE OF US." p. 16.

I think I will Stop right there. I had the lot of his Publications out ready to copy from them - this was the FIRST one that came to hand. It is enough. More than enough. I need go on further to establish the utter RUBBISH from a DEMENTED MIND. I do not know what he was High on - but no SANE, HUMBLE SINCERE CHRISTIAN would write like that! "Some REJOICE in the Idea that they have the "GIFTS" which others have not, and they EXALT over the matter. May God deliver His people from such "GIFTS". What do these "GIFTS" do for them?...These people are not Sane." SG 3&4 (Last part) 159. See especially p. 158. "GIFTS-GIFTS-GIFTS." "This class do not know what they really believe. They are ever learning, and never able to come to the KNOWLEDGE of the Truth."

People who are "COMPLETE" - who have it MADE - who are "SAVED" - or "SINLESS" - or EQUAL WITH CHRIST(!) - and finally get so High on their Home-made Theological LSD - they need no MEDIATOR! I am so glad they went that Far - so that even a Blind man can See where they are taking him. And he should Turn - as from a VIPER!"

Who think NOTHING of Worshipping in the FIRST APARTMENT or way out in the OUTER COURT! Where Satan their Master eagerly awaits them. As they plainly Warned in EEW 56. EGW-MR 29. And LAST - but not LEAST - the most disgraceful FALSE PROPHET we know of in this World.
1858-60 with RDB. 1962 - his Chart. 1964 - with Al Friend - Rogers - another Wright - need I say more? Yes - these professional "SIN-FORGIVERS" will need to know a great deal more about the "SCIENCE OF PRAYER!" They will surely need it - for their MULTITUDE of Sins! The WORST of all they do not even know they have! COL 154 (155.)

SINS CANCELLED - BLOTTED OUT.

Since the days when JONES & WAGGONER signed their names to "LIVING TEMPLE" "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" - FROOM. p. 524. 1903. 1905 - they became FALSE TIME PROPHETS predicting the "LATTER RAIN" and the BLOTTING OUT OF SIN" in that period. STRANGE - how those who follow them - do EXACTLY the SAME things!

BABYLON has it all done at the Cross! BABYLON is now "COMPLETE" and "SAVED" and all sin "BLOTTED OUT" or "CANCELLED."

Is that the Teaching of the Testimonies? This is what BABYLON and the PRINCES of BABYLON - the SPRUGEONS - the MOODIES - the BILLY GRAHAMS - the MARTINS - the BALLENGERS - the CANRIGHTS - the BARNHOUSES - the EVANGELICAL FOUNDATION - has been Teaching right along!

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE - REMOVES the SIN from the PERSON - but "TRANSFERS" them to the SANCTUARY! And they had better be "TRANSFERRED" ONCE MORE - or it will be Curtains for us!

1884 GC - also known as SOP 4:263 - "TRANSFERRED to the SANCTUARY." GC 418. AND ONCE AGAIN! "TRANSFERRED...to the GOAT." SOP 4:265. GC 420.

People who do not WANT their sins Transferred to the GOAT - will have to be the GOAT THEMSELVES! When the Lord SEPARATES the SHEEP from the GOATS! What a SMELLY Religion! Do not WANT their sins TRANSFERRED to the GOAT! (And become the Goat!)

BLOTTED OUT!

You know - when you stop and Think about it, as the Jews of Old - instead of ACCEPTING the Lord's arrangements for the FORGIVENESS of Sin, they Stop and Argue with Him about it, and say, NO ! Not YOUR way but MY way - is Best! I want my sins Forgiven MY way - so fall in line, Lord - FOLLOW ME! I want my sins "BLOTTED OUT" - right now! I want to be "SAVED" - "CLEANSED" - right now! I want no WAITING for your Programme! And then Listen to them Talk about "HUMILITY!"
ALL FALSE RELIGIONS set up a COUNTERFEIT of some sort or other. "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." Did the Lord say the MOST HOLY PLACE? We will go to the HOLY PLACE! We will show Him!

**BLOTTED OUT.**

What are we dealing with is largely a DEFINITION of TERMS. "SINS BLOTTED OUT!"- what does that Mean? Why- it means "BLOTTED OUT!" - are you Sure? Remember when you were SURE that "EVERLASTING" meant WITHOUT END? And you had to learn what the Word meant WHEN it was Written! Jonah was in the Belly of the fish 3 days & 3 nights- but he said he was there: "FOREVER." And with that we come to "BLOTTING OUT."

**TAKEN OUT!**

The Word can simply mean: "TAKEN OUT." Take the book of Life- names will be "BLOTTED OUT"of the Lamb's Book of Life. Does that man waht it APPEARS to mean in Today's meaning of Words? Or did it mean something different HUNDREDS or THOUSANDS of years ago? Sometimes we have to look at the WHOLE picture and not get all tangled up in a Side-Issue. Let's look at the Facts:

(1) The Judgement sits.

(2) One worthy opens the Book. Actually there are Books of Record, Books of various Kinds but the prominent one that catches everyone's Eye - is the Book of Life.

(3) Whose name will be "BLOTTED OUT" of this Book of Life - ? And the Key to it all is - just what HAPPENS to that NAME - ????

**TAKEN OUT!**

The Testimonies tell us ONE NAME is on ONE PAGE. And if the NAME is not fit to REMAIN in the Book - that PAGE is taken OUT! So "BLOTING OUT" merely means "TAKEN OUT." TO substantiate this - is not the first Judgement merely a Preliminary Hearing? To see who should "COME INTO JUDGEMENT?" And in its strictest sense - that name DOES NOT do any more than be REFERRED to the 1,000 year COURT! So was the name actually DESTROYED with no Record of the name LEFT AT ALL - ?? We know the name REMAINS ON FILE. It may even remain to all Eternity. To show WHY they were not Saved. So for the name to be "BLOTTED OUT" of the Lamb's Book of Life merely means "TAKEN OUT" and TRANSFERRED to another BOOK OF JUDGEMENT to be OPENED in the 1,000 year COURT. This is plain & positive.
BLOTTED OUT.

So those who go around Jubileening that their Sins are "BLOTTED OUT" may find that they are only "TAKEN OUT" of the PERSON in the Lord's programme of JUSTIFICATION and TRANSFERRED to the Records kept on File in the SANCTUARY. And ANOTHER "TRANSFER" is needed to "TRANSFER" them to the Scape-Goat. GC 420 (EW 99.)

What we are dealing with is people who are "unstable in all their ways" who let themselves go into BALLenger-rader-pestes-hoffman-sanders-canright-pente-cost-apostolic church of God meetings - let one WARNING SIGNAL that pierced to their very Bones & Marrow go by - one after the other IMPRESSION of the Holy Spirit to CONVICT and WARN them they smothered in order to APPEAR WELL in the Sight of others, they SMILED and GRIMACED in order to be well-thought of by those conducting the Meetings - until their Conscience responded NO MORE! It became encased in a Steel Shell of INDIFFERENCE and was SEARED beyond Remedy. I am speaking of people who GAVE UP THE Testimonies and this is EXACTLY what JONES & WAGGONER did as they went over to KELLOGG! "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" p.524.

These people had to be Labored with to bring them BACK TO THE Testimonies and now they MIX what they picked up at those Meetings of Heresy - and try to Indoctrinate us with their FORNICATION! They still LOVE what they LUSTED after. Whatever it was. I know enough of them to know there are FEW HONEST among them. Some honest ones are Blinded for a time. But not for long.

"The MIND in which ERROR has ONCE TAKEN POSSESSI-ON can NEVER expand freely to Truth, even AFTER Investi-gation. THE OLD THEORIES will claim recognition. The UNDERSTANDING of things that are True & Elevated & Sanctifying will be CONFUSED. Superstitious IDEAS will enter the mind, to MINGLE with the True, and these Ideas ARE ALWAYS DEBASING in their Influence." MM 89. 1904.

"He will NOT ENTRUST precious Souls to their care; for their JUDGEMENT was PERVERTED while in Error, and is now WEAKENED. The great and Holy One is a jealous God, and He will have holy men to carry His truth." EW 102.

"SPIRITUAL PRIDE come in, they are LIFTED UP and act under the deception of THINKING that they are LABORERS. They do not know themselves. They LACK sound JUDGEMENT and patient REASONING, talk BOASTINGLY of themselves, and assert many things which they CANNOT
PROVE from the Word of God. GOD KNOWS THIS, therefore He does not call such." EW 98. "...their Sins will not REMAIN COVERED."

"...their Sin will not REMAIN COVERED, but will be EXPOSED in the DAY of God's fierce Anger. These SELF-SENT MESSENGERS are a CURSE...would have had the Truth the SAME if these men had STAYED AWAY and filled the HUMBLE place the LORD designed for them."EW 99, 100.

"But I saw that some who had formerly run deep into FANATICISM would be the FIRST now to run before God SENDS them...having ERROR mixed with the Truth, they would FEED (What sort of FOOD - Ellen Burns?) they would FEED the Fleck of God with it, and if they were suffered to go on, the Flock would become SICKLY, and distraction and DEATH would follow...have much to LEARN." EW 62-3.

"God will not entrust the care of His precious Flock to men whose MIND & JUDGEMENT have been WEAKENED by former ERRORS that they have cherished, such as so-called PERFECTIONISM (THE CHURCH IS GOING THRU! GC 57) so-called PERFECTIONISM and SPIRITUALISM ("LIVING TEMPLE" PANTHEISM by KELLOG-JONES-WAGGONER is "SPIRITUALISM!" see FROOM 524.)and who, by their course while in these ERRORS, have DISGRACED themselves and brought REPROACH upon the cause of truth. Although they may now feel free from Error and competent to go forth and to Teach this Last Message - God will NOT accept them."EW 101-2.

Now that FROOM exposed JONES & WAGGONER (altho' he swears by them anyway! What ELSE do they keep under Covers? "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" 524.)this DARK SECRET kept hidden by the Ministry, now makes such Books as "LOMA LINDA MESSAGES" and the "SERIES B"- of vital Import. Where she admits two things: She did NOT expose KELLOGG-JONES-WAGGONER FOR YEARS! She said the FAILED in this - and would not do so again, cover up for them - and so she openly takes after the California PRESIDENT of the Conference and the influence of KD&A (JONES-WAGGONER-KELLOGG) as they sought to LAW to take over all the Institutions. That is why she went clear across the Country as far as the Ocean permit her - to set up NEW Institutions but gave Warning after Warning that they might do the SAME as was done at BATTLE CREEK - which they finally did. A new Gang has taken over. Truth has fallen in the Street - again.

That is why the Bible builds up the INDIVIDUAL
and why the Organizations tear him DOWN! "Men who stand in responsible positions at the Heart of the Work...TEAR DOWN...Satan exults." T2:439-440.

**THE SIN-FORGIVERS-CANCELLERS-BLOTTERS OUT!**

Find "LOVE" statements 3 feet HIGH!
Find "COMPASSION" statements the same!
Find "FORGIVENESS" statements galore!

**THE LORD'S PRAYER.**

Then turn to the Lord's Prayer. "And when ye stand praying, FORGIVE, if ye have aught against any: THAT YOUR FATHER ALSO which is in heaven MAY FORGIVE YOU your Trespasses.

"But if ye do NOT FORGIVE, neither will your Father FORGIVE YOUR Trespasses." Mark 11:25-6.

YOU SEE NOW - the BENEVOLENCE OF GOD - does not enter into it - but YOUR BENEVOLENCE!

YOU SEE NOW - the MERCY OF GOD - does not enter into it - but YOUR MERCY!

YOU SEE NOW - the LOVING-KINDNESS OF GOD - does not enter into it - but YOUR LOVING KINDNESS!

Yes - God has Oceans of LOVE - but we will receive NOT ONE DROP MORE - that we measure out to OTHER!

If you learned nothing else from this Paper - learn this - and learn it well! For BEFORE we go to the UNLEARNED and UNSTABLE that WREST THE SCRIPTURES to their own Destruction, as they have done so ably in the Past -

Who close their Ears, and shut their Eyes to that which they do not want to See - as the PROUD & HAUGHTY PHARISEES that opposed the Testimony of Jesus in their Day - so also do these.

**THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES.**

"And his Lord was Wroth, and delivered him to the TORMENTORS...So LIKewise shall my Heavenly Father do also unto you - if ye from your Hearts FORGIVE NOT every one his Brother their Trespasses."Matt.18:34-5.

(This is the chapter that tells how to settle Diff-erences.) (Do the "FAITH" people FOLLOW it???)

"...go and tell him his Fault between thee and him A-LONE." Matt.18:15. T5:58.

Or would the CANNIBALS rather eat him ALIVE? "GOSSIP" in the name of "GOSPEL"!

- 30 -
There is something for us to DO besides base our Hopes on a Blind, Meaningless "Faith" - without WORKS! A "FAITH" ignorant of His requirements. Perhaps we should ADD some VIRTUE to our Faith - so it will not be so COLD & ALONE. "Faith without Works - is DEAD - being ALONE." Something that is DEAD - is COLD & HEARTLESS.

Surely the Righteous should Flee from the Deceiver or Deceiveress who mouths "FAITH" without the KNOWLEDGE that FAITH requires that is above the Level of the Devil - who also "BELIEVES" & Trembles!

We do well to Tremble if we do not Know and do not want to Know - the requirements of God! "BLOTING OUT" of Sins or "CANCELLATION" of Sins - does not, and cannot take place unless FIRST they are FORGIVEN! So let our FIRST concern be to be FORGIVEN! And that will be MEASURED out to us - not one Penny more - than we MEASURE out to OTHER! Now how "FORGIVEN" do you Feel?

The Catholic Priest makes people FEEL good because he "FORGIVES" their Sins! And so the Apostle that comes into the CHurch and Reform - with his Self-professed Deity - "...in very Face a DIVINE HUMAN BEING" - this POPE, this Father DIVINE - this FALSE CHRIST that was predicted to come. Whose PRESUMPTION requires NO MEDIATOR! He is RIGHTEOUS WITHIN HIMSELF - "GOD WITHIN" - "LIVING TEMPLE" in its OMEGA! B2:53. 1904.

GIFTS.

Such make much out of "GIFTS" - Ah! Yes! Perhaps so! But FIRST - what constitutes a "GIFT"? Something your so-called "SCIENTIFIC PRAYER" or your self-confessed "DEEP REPENTANCE" - (real LOVE does not EXHIBIT itself real HUMILITY does not DISPLAY itself for to be seen of men! "Verily I say unto you - you HAVE your Reward! The only Reward you will ever receive - the ADULATION of MEN on the Public Square - displaying your "PRAYER-LIFE" your "FASTING" - your "HUMILITY" - such are usually EXPERTS at covering up their FORNI-CATION! And will get Mad as the Devil - when we say this! After 60 years of Observation - we are not TOTALLY Blind! We know those who want "MULTITUDES OF SINS" forgiven, they usually HAVE them! And I suppose a Conscience in Turmoil at what they have DONE - finds some satisfaction in finding a False Prophet who will minister unto them! And tell them What they want to Hear.) Thus the Churches are FILLED with Grim and determined Fornicators whose UNDRESS and HIGH-HEELS and EASTER BONNETS and X-MASS keeping that EFFEM-
INATE will never mention except to SUPPORT them! Yes, the Day of Judgment will surely have many SURPRISES in Store - as the HIGH are PUT DOWN, and the LOW and the DESPISED of men are PUT UP !! And will Shine as the Stars in the Kingdom of God! "BLESSED are the POOR in Spirit." While the "RICH and increased with their own GOODNESS" will be "SPEWN OUT"! Believe it !

A GIFT is something NOT EARNED!
If you rub the Lamp in the right place, ABBACADDABRA a certain set of WORDS in the RIGHT WAY - the GREAT GENIE HAS TO OBEY! This is not a GIFT - this is EARNED! By your WORKS. But what was the HEART CONDITION?
JUDAS came, the PHARISEES came - DEMANDING the "GIFT"! "WE ARE ABRAHAM'S CHILDREN!" Ah! Yes! If you were Abraham's children ye would DO the WORKS of Abraham. But now are ye DESTITUTE of the Spirit and NO GIFT is held out to YOU - Sons of Satan the Devil!

You don't like this "LANGUAGE"? No, I guess not. You will have to go back to that EFFEMINATE Preacher-that HIRELING. You will pay well for his SOOTH-SAYING. "THOSE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK - all perish TOGETHER." T5:211.

Look it up - what was he Preaching about? The very thing we are Talking about. The "GIFT" that he says is held out to you - in his PRESUMPTION of setting himself in the Throne of JUDGMENT!

Listen to his words: "GOD IS TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT."
JUDGING who are "HIS PEOPLE."
JUDGING who receives the "GIFT"!
And the Record reads that at very Moment of Time - when all are FEELING so GOOD - the Angel of God CUT THEM DOWN! Just like KD&A who said the SAME thing: "The Congregation is HOLY - every one of them." They were CHURCH-LEADERS and this History and Rebellion is to be Repeated. NONE are further from the Kingdom than the SELF-RIGHTEOUS. And this is the TRUTH of "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH."
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